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With A Common Countenance, the history of curriculum in Canada takes its place as a new and important field of academic inquiry.¹

I thank Catherine Edwards and Laraine Coates of Pacific Educational Press, Professor John Willinsky, and Mrs. George Tomkins for the republication of Professor George S. Tomkins' canonical A Common Countenance. I use the contentious concept of “canonical” to suggest that this text is not only indispensable for students in Canadian curriculum and foundational studies and teacher education, but that it can also function as a focal point for understanding the present and thereby presaging the future of Canadian curriculum studies. For thirty years I have been studying Canadian curriculum studies. Focussed particularly on phenomenological and post-structuralist studies,² I am not entirely an outsider to the Canadian scene. An outsider I am and will remain, however, and increasingly so, to my own (U.S.) field. It is more than consolation to know that “exile” and “estrangement” can be productive locations from which to gain distance from the everyday.³ Teaching in Canada since September 2005, I now contemplate Canadian curriculum
studies looking less for what might be useful to my understanding of the U.S. scene and more for what might be helpful to the Canadian one. This motive is also associated with my recent interest in encouraging nationally distinctive curriculum studies fields worldwide to cultivate their disciplinarity. In this project—the internationalization of curriculum studies—intellectual history is central. While Tomkins’ study is not primarily intellectual history, it provides a skeletal structure of such a history. Focussed on the school curriculum and only incidentally on the university-based, academic field of Canadian curriculum studies, Tomkins draws upon scholarly sources to narrate this tale of “stability” and “change” in the school curriculum. While we have a map of contemporary Canadian curriculum studies—thanks to the scholarship of Cynthia Chambers—what we are missing are intellectual histories of Canadian curriculum studies and (with the considerable exception of Gidney’s study of Ontario schools) of the Canadian school curriculum after 1980, the date at which Tomkins concludes his study. I hope that the reappearance of A Common Countenance will inspire both orders of scholarship.

Updating and supplementation could proceed from Tomkins’ scholarship, which provides a focal point for understanding and intellectually advancing Canadian curriculum studies. The categories of contemporary scholarship—as Chambers’ map makes evident—are numerous and apparently unrelated: the indigenous; the phenomenological and hermeneutical; the autobiographical and narrative; the postmodern and the poststructuralist; the psychoanalytic; the historical; the postcolonial; arts-based inquiry; women’s studies; and studies focussed on place. It appears that what Canadian curriculum studies scholars have in common is not the present but the past.

Installing Tomkins’ study as canonical enables us to institutionalize
the “vertical” structure of the discipline. Scholars and students are free to pursue whatever line of research seems fruitful; what structures this intellectual freedom is knowledge of the past. Even when we disagree with Tomkins—for instance, it seems to me there is insufficient attention paid to Quebec and to indigenous education—it is Tomkins with whom we disagree. As an outsider, it seems to me “An Uncommon Countenance” would be a more apt descriptor of the Canadian scene, although Tomkins’ use of Fred Clarke’s phrase is certainly understandable.

While my primary motive for reissuing this book is its contribution to the intellectual advancement of Canadian curriculum studies, I have other motives as well. Not only canonical for Canadian curriculum specialists, the book is also necessary reading for all prospective and practising teachers in Canada. Out of print for several years now, the book could not—until now—be easily assigned by faculty who share the judgement that professional preparation requires historical knowledge. Its republication means that A Common Countenance can be included in every educator’s professional library.

Studying Canadian curriculum history is also important for non-Canadians, specifically for Americans, whose history is simultaneously similar and quite different. Such study provides an opportunity for that “reflective distance” that enables understanding, as I have suggested above. I believe Chambers overstates the case when she depicts Deborah Britzman as teaching Canadian students “who spoke the same language but shared none of the same cultural referents.” After studying Tomkins, it is clear to me that Canadians and Americans share several cultural—specifically educational—referents. What are they?
Canadian and U.S. Schools

As in the U.S., Canadian public schools have been enlisted in the process of political socialization. In anglophone Canada, patriotism has been decidedly anti-American and historically pro-British. Across Canada, concern has been constant over the U.S. content of textbooks; indeed, the fear of Americanization sometimes seems pervasive, even phobic. While (over)exposed to U.S. popular media, historically Canadian students have received relatively little formal instruction about the United States.

In Canada as in the U.S., during the nineteenth century the dame school—instruction conducted by a woman in her own home—evolved into the public (common) school. Late-nineteenth-century philosophers and educators influenced by Hegel—in the U.S., William Torrey Harris; in Canada, John Watson and George Paxton Young—emphasized the moral and intellectual functions of schooling, endorsing a common, compulsory, humanistic curriculum for all students.

Despite a Canadian tendency to emphasize the academic, there have been repeated efforts to employ school curriculum for social ends. One mid-nineteenth-century example is Egerton Ryerson’s formulation of education as the utilization of academic knowledge to educate future Christians and citizens. A late nineteenth-century example is temperance education. A twentieth-century example is the concern for mental health.

As in the U.S., Canadian politicians have asserted a causal relation between the state of public education and the national economy. U.S. concerns over international competitiveness did not begin with Sputnik or with the Reagan administration’s *A Nation at Risk*. Tompkins reports that U.S. anxiety over the effectiveness of public education was provoked.
as early as 1876 by the Germans and the Russians.\textsuperscript{35} As it turns out, late-
nineteenth-century Americans also envied the Canadian school system.\textsuperscript{36}

As noted, Canadians have emphasized patriotism (not to the extent
as have Americans), understood (until relatively recently) as loyalty to
the United Kingdom,\textsuperscript{37} except, of course, in Quebec, where Britain was
ignored in favour of France.\textsuperscript{38} In Quebec, what began as religious
separatism—a school system controlled by the Catholic Church—
evolved into linguistic nationalism.\textsuperscript{39} Whether in Catholic or Protestant
schools, prayer marked the beginning of the school day.\textsuperscript{40} Over the
course of the twentieth century, however, explicit moral instruction
became secular, replaced by reflective discussion of “values.”\textsuperscript{41} Imperial
patriotism was, Tomkins tells us, rerouted towards “the teaching of an
often ill-defined Canadian identity suffused with a greater appreciation
of the Canadian mosaic.”\textsuperscript{42}

As did the U.S., Canada enjoyed (or suffered, as many alleged at the
time) massive immigration between 1890 and 1920, and, like their U.S.
counterparts (who saw schooling as Americanization), Canadian
politicians and educators imagined schooling as Canadianization.\textsuperscript{43} As in
the U.S., Canadian textbooks reflected the racism of the day.\textsuperscript{44} As in the
U.S.,\textsuperscript{45} eugenics was influential during the first two decades of the twen-
tieth century.\textsuperscript{46} In recent decades, however, Canadian students have been
taught to appreciate diversity.\textsuperscript{47} In contrast to the U.S., with its right-wing
insistence on “English only” and “being Americans,” in Canada cultural
heterogeneity and bilingualism enjoy state legitimation.\textsuperscript{48}

As in the U.S.,\textsuperscript{49} earlier generations of Canadians imagined that
indigenous peoples could be culturally assimilated through public
education.\textsuperscript{50} As in the U.S., those of African descent were segregated.\textsuperscript{51}
Throughout the period from 1892 to 1945, the Canadian school curriculum promoted, in Tomkins’ words, “an Anglo-conformist ethnocentrism” that provided “no room for any positive treatment of ethnicity or cultural pluralism.”

As in the U.S., during the final decades of the nineteenth century, “mental discipline”—the idea that the mind was a muscle to be strengthened by intellectual “workouts”—was challenged by those committed to “scientific” study of education. During this period, William James’ *Talks to Teachers* was widely used in Canadian normal schools. Stanley Hall lectured in Toronto in 1894; in 1895, a child study section was formed in the Ontario Educational Association; the study of adolescence followed.

In 1885, J.A. McLellan of the Ontario Normal School co-authored with John Dewey *The Psychology of Number*. Dewey’s first visit to Canada took place in 1901, but progressivism—in Canada more commonly called the “New Education” in order to emphasize its British rather than American antecedents—enjoyed little influence in Canada before the 1930s. Even then, its influence was limited, largely confined to elementary schools, and often directed towards conservative ends.

More influential in Canada than either Dewey or James was Edward Lee Thorndike. Tomkins argues that Thorndike’s mix of social conservatism and scientific progressivism was consistent with a Canadian educational tradition traceable to Ryerson. Tomkins tells us that Thorndike’s influence in Canada followed from his work on human intelligence, mental testing, classroom grouping, and retardation. His student Peter Sandiford of the University of Toronto made one of the earliest uses of intelligence tests in Canada. Testing also contributed to what Tomkins terms the “formalization” of the Canadian curriculum,
thereby reinforcing “conservative, stabilizing influences.”

Despite Thorndike’s influence, Tomkins reports that Canadians were slow to abandon the older faculty psychology and to expand the curriculum. He notes that Harvard President Charles Eliot’s elective system had little appeal, as Canadians preferred a prescribed curriculum. Latin remained a curricular centrepiece decades after it had almost disappeared from the U.S. secondary school curriculum. As late as World War II, Tomkins reports, most students in grade 12 were enrolled in the subject, a fact the American conservative critic Diane Ravitch would no doubt appreciate.

There was, evidently, no social efficiency movement in Canada. The American idea appealed to business interests, although not all of these were opposed to the traditional academic curriculum. It appealed as well to educators concerned with making the curriculum more relevant to an expanding high school population. While vocational enrolments were not high, Tomkins reports, the American manual training movement helped to redefine the concept of equality of educational opportunity in Canada. Reminiscent of the British system (if rationalized by the U.S. one), students were channelled into school programs according to their future job roles—decisions influenced by their social class backgrounds.

As in the U.S., the factory model—the curriculum conceptualized as a mass production assembly line—was accepted by many, often in the service of the traditional academic curriculum. Despite this dominant tendency towards the academic, since Ryerson there have also been tendencies to introduce social concerns such as health, anticipating, Tompkins suggests, the “cardinal principles of education” enunciated
in 1918 by the (U.S.) National Educational Association’s Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education.\footnote{128}

William Heard Kilpatrick’s “project method”,\footnote{128} became, in Canada, “enterprise education” (a British term),\footnote{128} whereby the curriculum was organized around units of study, or enterprises. During the 1930s,\footnote{128} the method was practised in Alberta,\footnote{128} where it enjoyed almost “universal use”,\footnote{128} and in Saskatchewan (where Counts’ social reconstructionism also enjoyed influence).\footnote{128} In 1937–38, Superintendent of Toronto Schools C.C. Goldring cautioned against “excessive use” of the method; he claimed that it was in use in 85 per cent of Toronto classrooms. Tomkins seems skeptical of this claim, countering that Ontario teachers remained tied to textbook teaching, dictated notes, formal testing, competition, and enforced classroom silence, all antithetical to practices associated with the project method, which encouraged the use of varied reference materials, the practice of continuous assessment, the cultivation of cooperative attitudes, and the noisy chatter of students engaged in “enterprises.”\footnote{128}

The New Education (of which enterprise education was only one expression) was widely advocated across Canada,\footnote{128} from British Columbia\footnote{128} on the west coast to Nova Scotia\footnote{128} on the east. In addition to proposals associated with Dewey, Kilpatrick, Counts, and Rugg, the Dalton, Winnetka, and Unit Mastery Individualized Teaching Plans were also employed.\footnote{128} U.S. reformers, among them Carleton Washburne, Boyd H. Bode, Harold Rugg, Hilda Taba, and Ralph Tyler, were invited to address teachers’ conventions in Canada.\footnote{128}

As in the U.S., Canadian educators tried to anticipate post-War World II conditions. In 1942, a federal committee was established to study the problem.\footnote{128} As would U.S. educators, Canadians decided that a
more practical curriculum—one addressing a broader range of youth—was appropriate. In 1945, the National Committee for School Health Research proposed compulsory high school courses dealing with marriage, parenthood, and related topics. Like “life adjustment education” in the U.S., Canadian educators’ concerns for addressing a broader population with more diverse, not always academic, ambitions also provoked right-wing resistance.

Despite “progressive” influences, Tomkins reports that Canadian high schools remained primarily academic institutions. Canadian curricula still emphasized “scholarship and character” as their main aims (in contrast to the concern for citizenship in the U.S.). The disparity between the school subjects and the university-based academic disciplines was kept minimal with university academicians’ support. Despite (or due to?) the academic emphasis of the curriculum, with its reliance on drill and memorization, despite the “dreaded” provincial examinations and the “ordeal” that was the inspector’s annual visit, Tomkins, citing autobiographical accounts, concludes that the curriculum provided a “rich experience” that many students enjoyed.

As in the U.S., there was a conservative critique of the public schools during the 1950s. Like her conservative counterparts in the U.S., Hilda Neatby criticized “social adjustment” as a curricular goal, and she identified John Dewey as a key culprit. She complained that teacher education emphasized professional knowledge over liberal education. Not all agreed with Neatby, of course. As in the U.S., Canadian educators were, Tomkins reports, “caught off guard and unaccustomed to public debate.” As in the U.S., by the late 1950s the stage was set for renewed emphasis on academic subjects.
As in the U.S., public anxiety over the 1957 launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik was displaced onto public education. As would critics in the U.S., the Gordon Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects expressed concerns over the presumed scientific-technological gap between the Soviet Union and North America. “As in that country [the U.S.],” Tomkins explains, “national shortcomings were laid out at the door of deficient school curricula and related educational neglect.”

While the Cold War was a source of national anxiety, it did not result in the same scapegoating of teachers in Canada as it did in the U.S. Moreover, prominent Canadian educators and scholars such as Northrop Frye contested military and national security rationales for curriculum reform. U.S. educators also protested militaristic and technological rationales for curriculum reform, to no avail.

The “sixties” occurred in Canada as well, if with a rather different (and complex) result than in the U.S., where the right wing rose and continued to dominate. During that decade, minorities (Tomkins mentions francophone nationalists, feminists, Native peoples, and radical students) demanded equal rights and full participation in Canadian civil society. Anglophone fears focussed on the Americanization of the Canadian economy and culture. As in the U.S., the school and the university were key sites of “social revolution.”

As in the U.S., by the late 1960s, subject-centred and vocationally oriented curriculum reforms were replaced by what Tomkins terms “neo-progressivism,” in which “the teacher-proof curriculum of the preceding decade was superseded, to a degree, by the curriculum-proof teacher.” This shift was expressed in Ontario’s 1968 Hall-Dennis report, a document, Tomkins tells us, “in the spirit of American progressivism of the 1920s with the significant and characteristic Canadian difference that
progressive ideology was enshrined in an official government document. Since the early 1970s, the arts have been supported by federal and provincial governments on a per capita scale almost ten times that in the United States, support that included building new school facilities for expanded, largely extracurricular music, drama, and fine arts programs. One of Canada’s most important novelists, Margaret Atwood, produced a thematic guide to Canadian literature for schools, significantly entitled *Survival*, a title expressing an enduring national theme.

“A narrow academic curriculum with limited choice was replaced,” Tomkins concludes, “by a broader, more diverse, more vocationalized yet more personalized curriculum with a bewildering choice of options.” Decentralization meant decision making occurred more locally than provincially, and detailed provincial courses of study were replaced by guidelines. As policies that prescribed a single textbook and province-wide examinations were modified, “the concept of a common curriculum was further attenuated.” While Canadians may entertain fewer illusions concerning (and hold somewhat lower expectations for) their schools than do Americans, Tomkins maintains there remained (in the early 1980s) the collective fantasy that education can cure social, cultural, economic, political, and moral ills.

There is much more to appreciate in Tomkins’ study of the Canadian curriculum, including his references to teacher education, the feminization of the teaching profession, nineteenth-century debates over the dangers of co-education, the question of bureaucracy, immigration and state-sponsored multiculturalism, the rather different (than the U.S.) Canadian experience with sex education, technical concepts of curriculum development, the federal presence in
A Common Countenance merits careful study, critique, and supplementation.

Conclusion

Perhaps the observations of a post-Confederation (1867) British observer still summarize (at the risk of stereotyping) the differences between the U.S. and Canadian systems. Having arrived in Canada from the United States, the Englishman records that he missed “the life, the motion, the vivacity” of the American classroom. In Canada, however, he found the instruction more methodical, more “sound.” Fred Clarke, another British observer whose phrase provided Tomkins with the title of his book, complained about the “standard of the average” and the “ritualization of the [Canadian] school.” That acknowledged, Clarke compared Canadian schools favourably to those in the U.S. In contrast to the U.S., where, in his view, bureaucratic categories such as “credits” and “units” undermined sound liberal learning, in Canada “a stable scheme of basic studies” was still being offered.

Other British observers, John Adams and A.F.B. Hepburn, criticized the “excessive academicism” and “formalism” of the Canadian curriculum, with its (from their point of view) overemphasis on Latin and neglect of subjects such as music and art. Peter Sandiford, the “leading” interwar Canadian educational theorist, concluded that, while it enjoyed stability, the Canadian curriculum suffered from being “retrospective, not prospective.”

It was, however, the “academicism” of Canadian schools that impressed other observers, including U.S. scholar William C. Bagley, who concluded, in 1935, that Canadians were so much better prepared (than Americans) in the elementary school subjects that U.S. achievement tests were no challenge at all. Decades later, another American, Michael
Katz, was struck by “the relative lack of wide discrepancies between schools in city and suburb” in Canada as compared with the U.S. My impression is that there remain fewer extremes—of income, of political position, of religion, of educational quality—in Canada than in the U.S.

Another observer of the Ontario and U.S. systems, W.L. Richardson, a doctoral graduate of the University of Chicago under Franklin Bobbitt and Charles Judd, concluded that “some American schools were much better than those of Canada, but a great many were worse.” I suspect that observation remains accurate today.

Tomkins’ views are complex and subtly expressed, but I believe that, overall, he judged the Canadian system favourably. He points out that many students have found the Canadian academic curriculum—despite its regulation, uniformity, and control—satisfying. At one point, however, he complains that the Canadian system “discouraged independent thought and provided no opportunity to be creative.” To explain this apparent contradiction between student satisfaction and the system’s discouragement of intellectual independence and creativity, Tomkins, citing his colleague Neil Sutherland (who composed the foreword to the 1986 edition, reproduced in this edition), offers that the “drabness, severity, and intellectual torpor” of the Canadian curriculum was offset by the lack of competing sources of knowledge in the pre–mass media era. Moreover, many living on isolated farms regarded the schools as a means of escape from limited rural employment opportunities. Many urban dwellers regarded the academic curriculum as the means to a university education and upward mobility.

Like W.L. Richardson (cited above), Tomkins thought it likely that the best American high schools and elite private colleges provided an academic experience “qualitatively superior” to any available in Canada. If, however, the “centralization, uniformity, and formalism” of
the Canadian curriculum ensured “narrowness” and “mediocrity,” it also guaranteed some measure of solid academic achievement. The “bewildering variety” of the U.S. curriculum presaged greater extremes of both “weakness and excellence.”¹⁵⁴

The point in comparing national systems of education (and the scholarship that labours to understand them) is not to contribute to international competitiveness. For me, the point is twofold: first, to gain critical distance from one’s own system (and its history) in order to understand it more fully, and second, to study other systems in order to begin to understand how curriculum functions in different national cultures at different historical moments. Not only for Americans, then, is George Tomkins’ A Common Countenance an important reference in such a project.

To understand one’s own situation requires close attention to its history. Tomkins’ study is an indispensable—indeed, canonical—reference for studying Canadian curriculum history. Professor Tomkins would be quick to agree that there are other histories to report. As mentioned at the outset, what is needed now is for scholars and students to take up where George Tomkins left off, extending his narrative of “stability and change” in the Canadian curriculum beyond 1980. Needed too, as mentioned earlier, are intellectual histories of Canadian curriculum studies so that Chambers’ map of the contemporary field becomes genealogically layered.¹⁵⁵ Tomkins has provided Canadian curriculum studies with a focal point, one to be studied, supplemented, debated, and revised.

While Tomkins’ project is historical, it has theoretical moments. The one I appreciate most occurs in the epilogue where Tomkins reflects on what he has reported. “In a process that was essentially political,” he writes, “rational arguments for change were of little avail. This suggested that curriculum questions had some kind of deep psychic
That last sentence is not only resonant with my life’s work, it also underscores the complexity and centrality of curriculum studies to the project of education. Curriculum studies scholars know the inestimable significance of our field. It is our professional obligation to study its past. In so doing, we might discern passages to a future worthy of those who have gone before and those who are yet to come.
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126 See Chambers, 2003, p. 245; see also Tomkins, 2008, pp. 21, 40.
128 Ibid., p. 395.
131 See, for instance, Tomkins, 2008, pp. 220–1, 224.
133 See Tomkins, 2008, pp. 118-19; see also Pinar et al., 1995, pp. 360–3.
134 The British observer Fred Clarke criticized the “excessive centralization of Canadian schooling.” The words are Tomkins’ (2008, p. 230). Tomkins himself seems to accept centralization, if not in excess. Referring to teachers’ academic freedom, he allows that, “although such freedom was desirable, there was still a need for centrally co-ordinated provincial leadership” (Tomkins, 2008, p. 425). See Tomkins, 2008, pp. 226, 384, 395.
Tompkins (2008, p. 232) reports that U.S. observers found that the Canadian curriculum was “less elaborate”—which I take to mean less differentiated—and the pupils “less spontaneous” than in the U.S.

Quoted in Tomkins, 2008, p. 72; see also pp. 229–30.

In Tomkins’ judgement: see 2008, p. 233.
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